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JIRA 5.2 EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Learn how to track bugs and issues, and manage your software development projects with JIRA


	Overview

	
		Learn how to set up JIRA for software development.
	
		Effectively manage and handle software bugs and issues.
	
		Includes updated JIRA content as well as coverage of the popular...
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Analysis of Phylogenetics and Evolution with R (Use R!)Springer, 2006

	
		The study of the evolution of life on Earth stands as one of the most
	
		complex fields in science. It involves observations from very different sources,
	
		and has implications far beyond the domain of basic science. It is concerned
	
		with processes occurring on very long time spans, and we now know that it
	
		is also...
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Python Deep Learning Projects: 9 projects demystifying neural network and deep learning models for building intelligent systemsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Insightful projects to master deep learning and neural network architectures using Python and Keras

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore deep learning across computer vision, natural language processing (NLP), and image processing
	
			Discover best practices for the training of deep neural...
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Dreamweaver MX ExtensionsNew Riders Publishing, 2002
Do you use Dreamweaver? Have you downloaded and installed extensions from the Dreamweaver Exchange, and do you love the whole idea of being able to add objects, behaviors, commands, and so forth, to the program? Do you often find yourself thinking, "If only Dreamweaver did it this way..." or "Why doesn't someone...
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Macromedia Flash MX: Training from the SourceMacromedia Press, 2002
With the introduction of Flash MX, the folks at Macromedia have transformed a pretty cool designer's tool for Web-based interaction into a full-fledged, professional-level application for developing sophisticated online content. Serious tools, however, typically require some serious instruction-and Flash MX is no exception. Luckily for you, there's...
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Enhancing Microsoft Content Management Server with ASP.NET 2.0Packt Publishing, 2006
The release of Microsoft Content Management Server (MCMS) Service Pack 2 opens up the world of ASP.NET 2.0 to MCMS developers. Written by the masters of MCMS, this book shows you how to use the new features of ASP.NET 2.0 that everyone is talking about in your MCMS development. You will first learn how to install and configure MCMS SP2. There are...
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eBay Hacks, 2nd Edition: Tips & Tools for Bidding, Buying, and SellingO'Reilly, 2005
Whatever you call it--an online auction house, the world's largest flea market, or a vast social experiment--no metaphor completely describes the huge trading community that is eBay. Underneath it all, eBay is also a computer program and a complex socio-economic system, requiring experience, finesse, and the right tools to master.
 			
...
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Data Quality: Concepts, Methodologies and Techniques (Data-Centric Systems and Applications)Springer, 2006
Poor data quality can seriously hinder or damage the efficiency and effectiveness of organizations and businesses. The growing awareness of such repercussions has led to major public initiatives like the "Data Quality Act" in the USA and the "European 2003/98" directive of the European Parliament.

Batini and...
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Powerful PowerPoint for Educators: Using Visual Basic for Applications to Make PowerPoint InteractiveLibraries Unlimited, 2004
With clear, concise, step-by-step instructions on how to create presentations, users can create multiple-choice tests that not only give feedback, but also keep score....This is a powerful tool for educators to have in their repertoire....This book will encourage PowerPoint users to push their skills beyond the status quo.     

Learn to...
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Ajax SecurityAddison Wesley, 2007
The Hands-On, Practical Guide to Preventing Ajax-Related Security Vulnerabilities 
 

More and more Web sites are being rewritten as Ajax applications; even traditional desktop software is rapidly moving to the Web via Ajax. But, all too often, this...
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Real-time 3D Character Animation with Visual C++ (Book & CD-ROM)Focal Press, 2002
Do you have some experience and a reasonable knowledge of C++ and want to write your own computer games? Have you ever looked at a PC or Playstation (R) game with characters running and leaping through an exciting landscape and wondered how it was done? If so then this book will give you all the information you need to achieve this goal, whether...
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Innovation Happens Elsewhere: Open Source as Business StrategyMorgan Kaufmann, 2005
It's a plain fact: regardless of how smart, creative, and innovative your organization is, there are more smart, creative, and innovative people outside your organization than inside. Open source offers the possibility of bringing more innovation into your business by building a creative community that reaches beyond the barriers of the business....
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